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As Taiwan’s population structure evolved, problems such as traffic jams, parking, 

and air pollution ensued in highly populated cities. For this reason, the government has 

actively developed smart cities in hopes of solving social problems through technology. 

Since 2018, the Industrial Development Bureau (IDB), Ministry of Economic Affairs 

(M.O.E.A.) has implemented the project, “Smart City Development Project ,” through 

public-private-partnership (PPP), where local enterprises, academic institutions, and 

start-ups are encouraged to participate in the test run on the application at service sites 

in hopes of facilitating industrial development. To give consideration to international 

trends and local demand, the IDB has conceived bottom-up approach and top-down 

approach. Centered on “local demand,” bottom-up approach allows city (county) 

governments to issue request for proposals based on their own needs and gaps, so as to 

step up the popularization of smart applications across Taiwan; focusing on 

international trends and in line with the “Asia Silicon Valley Development Plan” 

promoted by the National Development Council, top-down approach solicits request 

for proposals based on the current key international technology trends and Taiwan’s 

national conditions and future developments, allowing local enterprises to work hand 

in hand for urban and rural development. At present, request for proposals for future-

proof technologies such as artificial intelligence, self-driving cars, edge computing, 

blockchain, and 5G have been solicited to build a supply chain for smart services in 

Taiwan. 

Taking smart transportation for example, statistics show that Taiwanese people 

spend an average of seven minutes finding parking spaces near their homes, and, in 

particular, nearly 20% of the drivers in Taipei City spend 30 minutes per day; finding 

parking spaces is time-consuming and fuel-intensive, and drivers are fined for illegal 

parking due to lack of parking spaces. Hence, FarEasTone Telecommunications (FET) 

uses geomagnetic detectors and narrowband Internet of Things (NB-IoT) to detect the 

occupation of outdoor parking spaces. By registering the official LINE account, 

"Parking Go," drivers can search for available parking spaces on the roadside and find 

them through guidance, which not only avoids the hassle to find parking spaces, but 



also saves fuel consumption and time. According to statistics, the time for finding 

parking spaces is reduced by at least 20%, and the average time per trip is reduced by 

five to eight minutes. Based on an estimated saving of eight minutes per day, the annual 

fuel consumption can be reduced by 170.4 liters, and CO2 emissions can be reduced by 

about 372KG. In the future, mobile payment service will further be integrated into 

“Parking Go” to provide a more convenient way for drivers to pay parking fees. 
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